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At least 170 skilled jobs at 
defence firm Thales have 

been secured for five years after 
its Bendigo operation won a 
$1.3 billion contract to assemble 
the Army’s new generation of 
armoured vehicles.

AMWU members will turn out 
more than 1100 of the new 
Hawkei vehicles to carry soldiers 
in war zones, the successor to the 
Bushmaster models  still rolling off 
the production line at Bendigo.

The union welcomed the official 
announcement last week that Thales 
had secured the five-year contract 
with prototypes having been put 
through blast and explosive trials 
at the Army’s Monegeeta testing 
ground in Victoria.

Early models are expected to be 
assembled in Bendigo in 2016, with 
fresh training for the workforce 
before full production of 2-3 vehicles 
per week from 2017.

“Our members at Thales have a 
proven track record at producing 
some of the world’s safest vehicles 
for carrying troops in combat 
zones,” said AMWU State Secretary 
Steve Dargavel.

“But now the Government needs 
to come clean about the amount 
of local content involved in the 
project. We have the capacity to 
supply the content locally, we just 
need the Government to provide 
that certainty to the supply chain 
and the workers across the whole 
State.” Mr Dargavel and other senior 
AMWU officials have met Thales 
management over the extent of locally 
manufactured content for the new 

vehicle, which is unlikely to match 
the high level in the Bushmaster.

Two sub frames and a protection 
cell kit will be fabricated at 
Bendigo but there is concern the 
level of local content may not 
climb beyond 50 per cent, with 
much of the inner passenger shell 
to be imported.

The AMWU also wants to know 
whether 1000 trailers and 
trays for the Hawkei ute will be 
fabricated locally or be imported.

“The Bendigo facility and 
other manufacturing facilities 
in regional Victoria have the 

UNION SEEKS MAX LOCAL 
CONTENT IN HAWKEI WIN

Tough and safe: The new army vehicle will be assembled at Bendigo but how much of the 
Hawkei and it’s trailer will be manufactured here?

skills and capability to fabricate 
all those trailers and trays. The 
Coalition Government must ensure 
that happens locally, rather than 
allowing Thales to import the lot, 
which looks a distinct possibility,” 
Mr Dargavel said.
AMWU boilermaker delegate Mark 
Dickins said the workforce is pleased 
to have the security of the Hawkei 
work, as large scale orders for the 
Bushmaster are likely to be complete 
early next year.
“It’s good news because we know 
we’ve got a job,” he said.
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Navy – a $600 million opportunity.

Mr Short met with AMWU members 
and other workers from the company, 
where the workforce could grow from 
about 250 to as many as 400 due to the 
ferry contracts.

AMWU Assistant National Secretary 
Glenn Thompson and national 
Industrial officer Don Sutherland also 
spoke with  workers on how Tasmania 
could claim its share of work that 
the  mainland eastern states are all 
lobbying for.

 They called on the Tasmanian 
Government to be more active in  
joining industry in lobbying to win the 
work or to co-operate in  sharing it with 
the other states.

 Tasmania has a bid to win the tender, 
led by the TasPac  Maritime Group, 
made up of joint-venture partners 
ThysseKrupp  Marine Systems Australia 
and UGL Engineering, along with  vessel 

AMWU officials met with workers 
from leading Tasmanian 

shipbuilder Incat recently to discuss 
how the island state can capitalise on 
the firm’s recent wins in securing major 
commercial ferry contracts.

Tasmanian State Secretary John Short 
spoke with workers on how they 
believed skills and productivity in 
shipbuilding across the state could be 
enhanced to give manufacturing firms 
the opportunity to leverage off the 
success of Incat.

The company last week confirmed 
it had been engaged to build a 
112-metre ferry for a Danish operator, 
following its success last month in 
winning $50 million in contracts for six 
Sydney ferries.

This has layed the groundwork for 
Tasmania to bid for major work on 
the upcoming tender for 21 Pacific 
patrol boats for the Royal Australian 

TASMANIAN SHIPBUILDERS SEE 
INDUSTRY’S POTENTIAL

construction by Incat and Haywards 
Steel.

 “We are keen to work with industry 
to improve skills and  productivity. We 
want to give Tasmania a real chance at 
this  project,” Mr Short said.

 “A strong shipbuilding sector is the 
shot in the arm that  Tasmania needs 
as the sluggish economy suffers from 
high unemployment and low consumer 
confidence. For every job we create in 
manufacturing, we create four in the 
rest of the economy.”

Mr Thompson said a competitive 
Tasmanian shipbuilding sector would 
be good for local workers but also the 
entire nation.

“It’s going to force everyone to lift their 
game and ensure a strong industry 
going forward,” he said.

Tasmanian State Secretary John Short (R) and Assistant National Secretary Glenn Thompson (L) speak to local media about the state’s future in shipbuilding. 


